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Introduction

Background
The Curve Community Centre, Bard Road, aims to provide a safe, friendly space where families and individuals from across 

the community can access the services they need to help them move forwards. The Curve was established as part of the 

response to the Grenfell Tower tragedy. 

The Curve was initially set up in July 2017 as an emergency rest centre for people who were most affected by the Grenfell 

tragedy. The way the centre operates has evolved from this original purpose and is now open to the local community, 

focusing on residents in Notting Dale. As the needs of the community have changed over the past two years, the centre has 

developed and continues to do so to meet the evolving needs of the community.

Today the centre is open seven-days a week, offering a wide range of community and specialist services. The community 

services range from employment, training and IT support, to ESOL, crèche, and tuition. Many external local providers also 

run services in the centre covering anything from cooking classes to empowerment sessions for young boys. Specialist 

health and wellbeing services, including NHS Grenfell health and well-being services, health checks, and alternative 

therapies, are complemented by yoga, Zumba and gym activities to support the community’s health and wellbeing. With a 

programme of activities covering over 70 hours a week, the centre also runs a number of large social events, celebrating the 

cultural diversity of the community and bringing people together.

While the centre sees over 1,000 visitors each week, we are mindful that not everyone in the community uses the centre and 

that some people may not feel comfortable accessing services at The Curve. Additionally, we recognise that to best support 

people to recover from a tragedy, sometimes services need to change or end to support people along their journey.



Introduction

Methodology and report
In order to seek the views of residents, Curve Community Centre users and other stakeholders on the future of the centre, 

the Council undertook a consultation exercise in June 2019. The consultation took the form of a survey and a series of focus 

groups with key stakeholders. This report focuses on the stakeholder survey.

The survey was promoted to local residents, centre users and other stakeholders via a variety of channels, including: direct 

mailouts, publications, social media, the Council’s website and directly through The Curve Community Centre. The survey 

was available online and as a paper survey and the survey was translated into Farsi and Arabic to make it as accessible as 

possible. Members of the Council’s Community Engagement Team visited The Curve and other community centres to 

encourage the completion of surveys. 

By the closing date of 19 September 2019 a total of 243 surveys were returned. 

This report contains an analysis of the surveys received. Where graphs are shown, percentage figures are used. Where 

percentages do not total a 100 per cent, this may be due to computer rounding, where respondents have chosen not to 

answer a question or where respondents have been able to select more than one answer.

In addition to the survey, a series of focus group sessions were held to gather the views of stakeholders. The later pages of

this report contain feedback from these focus groups.
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Results at a glance

Use of The Curve Community Centre

• Over half (51 per cent) of respondents indicated that they visit The Curve at least weekly; including 21 per cent that visit at 

least daily. A fifth (20 per cent) of respondents have never visited The Curve.

• Of those that ‘never’ visit The Curve, the top reasons given for not visiting were ‘did not know I could use it’ (25 per cent) 

and ‘did not know it was there’ (23 per cent).

• Those that ‘used to visit, but no longer go there’ were asked to comment why this was. Eight respondents commented this 

was due to ‘accessibility issues or the location’ and seven commented that this was due to ‘poor management/staff’.

Services at The Curve

• The most used services of respondents that visit The Curve are ‘health and wellbeing services’ (67 per cent), ‘social and 

cultural activities’ (49 per cent) and ‘as a community hub’ (44 per cent).

• When asked about the importance of providing particular services, at least 80 per cent of respondents felt it was important 

to offer each of the services listed. This included ‘health and wellbeing’ (94 per cent) and ‘social and cultural activities’ (90 

per cent). When commenting on additional services they would like to see, ‘activities for young people’ was mentioned 

most.

Visiting The Curve

• Of those that do visit, almost three-quarters (73 per cent) indicated that they visit ‘weekday daytimes’.

• The main reasons given for visiting The Curve were: ‘the location is good’ (74 per cent), ‘it is a place for the whole 

community’ (73 per cent) and ‘the services suit my needs’ (67 per cent).

Other community centres

• Just over a fifth (22 per cent) of respondents that visit The Curve also visit other centres that offer similar services.

• When asked why they also visit The Curve, top answers given were: ‘the location is good’ (51 per cent), ‘it is a welcoming 

environment’ (43 per cent) and ‘I can connect with my community’ (41 per cent).



Results at a glance

Thoughts on The Curve

• Of those that visit The Curve, the majority (88 per cent) agreed to some extent that The Curve ‘is a good quality 

community resource’ and a similar percentage (87 per cent) agreed that The Curve ‘is providing services that meet the 

needs of the local community’.

• A total of 84 per cent ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that The Curve is ‘providing the right services in one place’ and the 

same percentage believe The Curve ‘is in a good location’.

• Whilst over three-quarters (77 per cent) agree to some extent that The Curve ‘is value for money’.

Future of The Curve

All respondents were given information on the cost of operating The Curve. Respondents were then asked to consider which 

statement they agreed with most in relation to the future of The Curve.

• Six in ten respondents (60 per cent) think ‘The Curve should remain open and receive the same budget’.

• A total of 14 per cent felt ‘The Curve should remain open but some of its budget should be spread across other 

community programmes’.

• Just over one in ten (11 per cent)  respondents indicated ‘The Curve should close its services and all the budget should 

be spread across other community programmes’.



Consultation findings: Frequency of visit

• Over half (51 per cent) of respondents indicated that they visit The Curve at least weekly; with five per cent visiting 

‘more than once a day’, 16 per cent visiting ‘daily’ and 30 per cent visiting ‘weekly’.

• A total of seven per cent visit The Curve ‘monthly’ and eight per cent visit ‘less frequently’.

• A fifth (20 per cent) of respondents indicated that they have ‘never’ visited The Curve and slightly more than one in 

ten (11 per cent) indicated that they ‘used to visit, but no longer go there’.

Base: All responses (243)  



Consultation findings: Reasons for never using The Curve 

Those indicating that they had ‘never’ visited The Curve (48 respondents) were asked why this was.

• A quarter (25 per cent) of those that had never visited The Curve indicated that they ‘did not know they could use it’. 

• Almost as many (23 per cent) ‘did not know that it was there’.

• Just under a fifth (19 per cent) ‘did not know what services it offered’. 

• Almost a quarter (23 per cent) indicated that there was an ‘other’ reason that they did not use The Curve and were asked 

to comment further. Comments made can be found on subsequent pages.

Base: Respondents that have never visited The Curve (48)  



Consultation findings: Other reasons for never visiting

Respondents that indicated an ‘other’ reason why they ‘never visit The Curve’ were asked why this was. 

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Don’t want to use it/nothing there for them 5

Not made welcome 4

Inaccessible/location 3

Timing of activities 3

Because it’s Council run 3

* Themes shown with three or more comments



Consultation findings: Other reasons for never visiting

I don't want to use it. I don't feel it's there for 

me to use.

It feels awkward to sign in/out and be asked 

questions at the reception.

I just don't find anything for me to do there.

Inaccessible in terms of location, other 

places already offer same services. 

Don’t want to use it/nothing there for them Not made welcome

Inaccessible/location

It may not be the case that The Curve is for 

bereaved and survivors only, but I have always 

felt uncomfortable with the idea of accessing 

something that feels so closely linked to Grenfell 

survivors and bereaved.

Timing of activities

The time of your activities are not 

convenient for me as I am at work during 

the day.

Limited mobility.

Most activities are at times that don't suit 

me.

Because it’s Council run

Not community led.



Consultation findings: Reasons for no longer visiting

Respondents that indicated that they ‘no longer visit The Curve’ were asked why this was. 

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Accessibility/location 8

Poor management/staff 7

Not made welcome 5

Don’t offer the right services/request for additional services 5

Users of The Curve 3

Visit Grenfell United instead 3

* Themes shown with three or more comments



Consultation findings: Reasons for no longer visiting

.

It's unwelcoming, shambolic and badly located.
The people who work and run The Curve have 

turned it into their own thiefdom. It's a shame 

that something that was created to help the 

victims of the Grenfell fire and the community 

was quickly hijacked by a group of people and 

none of the victims or members of the 

community benefit from The Curve.Too far from my home.

I found it shambolic, unwelcoming, a 

weird mixture of patronising and cold. 

It’s not a nice experience.

Accessibility/location Poor management/staff

Not made welcome

Don’t offer the right services/ 

request for additional services

There’s nothing on offer there for me and 

my daughter. I would like a space to be 

used to improve wellbeing of community.

Unhelpful, badly run, bad attitude.

Feeling of exclusion, often dismissed because I was not 

a "survivor" of Grenfell. Assumption made because 

(even though I live only 4-500 yards from Grenfell I was 

not in as much support need as those from Lancaster 

West Estate.

I'm studying at school and I finish at 4pm and 

it is too far from my home.



Consultation findings: Services used at The Curve
Those that have visited The Curve (168 respondents) were asked about their experience of using The Curve.

• Two-thirds (67 per cent) of respondents indicated that they use ‘health and wellbeing’ services, including the NHS Grenfell 

Health and Wellbeing Service, massages and other alternative therapies, yoga, Zumba and other gym activities.

• Almost half (49 per cent) of respondents use The Curve for ‘social and cultural activities’, including cultural food events 

and large community events bringing people together.

• A total of 44 per cent use The Curve as a ‘community hub’, including offering space for local people and organisations to 

run services and events.

• A total of 17 per cent indicated that they use The Curve for ‘other’ services. Comments made can be found on subsequent 

pages.

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: ‘Other’ services used

Respondents that indicated that they used ‘other services’ were asked to detail these services.

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Socialise and meet people 12

Meetings and events 10

Classes 8

Internet/computers 7

Government/Council services 5

None 5

Health/NHS 5

Training 4

* Themes shown with four or more comments



Consultation findings: ‘Other’ services used

.

Friendly environment. Good space to 

interact with people.

Only to attend public/community meeting or to 

pick up information of what may be happening in 

the immediate local area.

When I'm feeling lonely, it's the only place to 

go to in this area to meet someone to talk to, 

and also find what's happening in this area 

and the Grenfell enquiry.

Arabic class every Tuesday and 

Thursday.

Socialise and meet people Meetings and events

Classes

Internet/computers

Internet regularly, Arabic and other classes.

For a specific advertised event.

Government/Council services

Once for Home Office for a family visitor 

visa and once to access emergency fund.

Art Course (last Summer).



Consultation findings: Importance of Services

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  

Respondents were asked how important they felt it was to continue to provide a range of services.

• At least 80 per cent of respondents indicated that each of the services was either ‘very important’ or ‘fairly important’.

• A total of 94 per cent felt that ‘health and wellbeing’ services were important to some extent.

• Nine in ten (90 per cent) felt that ‘social and cultural activities’ were important, to some extent.

• In each case a very low percentage of respondents (four per cent or less) indicated that the service was ‘not very 

important’ or ‘not at all important’.



Consultation findings: Additional services

Respondents were asked if there are services missing that should be offered at The Curve. 

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Activities for younger people 15

Additional services/different times 13

None/no services missing 12

Lessons/classes 10

Health and wellbeing 9

Training and employment 8

Outings 5

Family support 5

* Themes shown with five or more comments



Consultation findings: Additional services

Services aimed at youth 11-20 years.
Late evening services would be great, for 

people that work shifts.

After school club like 'Zumba kids' from 

five years old or 'yoga kids’.

Cooking lessons, single fathers’ group.

Activities for younger people Additional services/different times

Lessons/classes

None/no services missing

Not really. The Curve has it all.

Yes - should have our Ward Councillor surgeries 

here. We need a library, for Ladbroke Grove and 

Portobello Road areas. There's nowhere closer 

for this area.

Health and wellbeing

Morning exercise and gym classes 

for everyone to use.
Volunteer opportunities, drawing 

classes, dance classes, mother and 

baby groups, OAPs social groups.

Be good to incorporate things for young 

people ages 17-21 years.



Consultation findings: Booking system

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  

The Curve operates a booking system for some services. Respondents were asked how easy it was to book services.

• Just under half (45 per cent) indicated it was ‘very easy’ or ‘easy’ to book services.

• However, almost one in ten (nine per cent) indicated that it was ‘difficult’ or ‘very difficult’.

• Over a quarter (29 per cent) indicated that they ‘do not book services’.



Consultation findings: Last visit

• Over half (52 per cent) of respondents indicated that they last visited Th Curve ‘today’.

• Whilst a quarter (25 per cent) indicated that they had visited ‘during the last seven days’.

• In addition around one in ten indicated that they had visited ‘during the last month’ (11 per cent) and ‘more than a month 

ago’ (10 per cent).

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: Timings of visits

Respondents were asked when they usually visit The Curve.

• Almost three-quarters (73 per cent) indicated that they usually visit ‘weekday daytimes’.

• A total of 39 per cent indicated that they usually visit ‘weekday evenings’.

• Whilst just over a quarter (29 per cent) indicated that they visit ‘weekend daytimes’ and 13 per cent visit ‘weekend 

evenings’.

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: Reasons for visiting The Curve

Respondents were asked to indicate what were the main reasons why they choose to use services at The Curve.

A graph detailing all results can be found on the next page, ‘other’ answers given can be found on subsequent pages.

Most selected answers:

• ‘The location is good’ (74 per cent)

• ‘It is a place for the whole community’ (73 per cent)

• ‘The services suit my needs’ (67 per cent)

• ‘It is a welcoming environment’ (64 per cent)

Least selected answers:

• ‘It provides support for my children’ (33 per cent)

• ‘The service is culturally right for me’ (35 per cent)

• ‘I use services that are not available anywhere else’ (38 per cent)



Consultation findings: Reasons for visiting The Curve

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: ‘Other’ reasons for visiting

Respondents that indicated that they visited for ‘other reasons’ were asked to detail their answers.

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Other services 7

Not used services/visited The Curve 7

NHS/Health 5

Staff 4

Support 3

Affordable services 3

* Themes shown with three or more comments



Consultation findings: ‘Other’ reasons for visiting

The community are able to provide activities 

and deliver sessions to each other. I can use it 

to have meetings so it's not in my home.

Never wished to visit The Curve.

It offered space for small local 

businesses like mine to host an event.

NHS health check once, blood pressure and 

blood test, it was great to have that service, 

to stay healthy and for advice.

Other services
Not used services/visited The Curve

NHS/Health

Staff

Staff are friendly, professional 

and supportive.

I have never used The Curve but 

would like to for housing information.

Support

It has helped me a lot with my anxiety and 

also provides childcare for my one year old 

and prepares him when he starts nursery.
I access NHS therapy at The Curve, that is all I go 

for, but it is much easier to get to than St Charles.



Consultation findings: Use of other centres

Respondents were asked if they used similar services at other community centres

• Just over a fifth (22 per cent) of respondents indicated that they use similar services at other community centres.

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: Reasons for using Curve as well

Respondents that use similar services at other community centres were asked to indicate why they choose to also use 

services at The Curve.

A graph detailing all results can be found on the next page, ‘other’ answers given can be found on subsequent pages.

Most selected answers:

• ‘The location is good’ (51 per cent)

• ‘It is a welcoming environment’ (43 per cent).

• ‘I can connect with my community’ (41 per cent)

• ‘The services suit my needs’ (38 per cent)

Least selected answers:

• ‘The service is culturally right for me’ (19 per cent)

• ‘It provides support for my children’ (22 per cent)

• ‘I get information on what is happening in my community’ (22 per cent)



Consultation findings: Reasons for using Curve as well

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve and 

also use similar services at other community centres (37)  



Consultation findings: Reasons for using Curve as well

Respondents that gave ‘other’ reasons as to why they also use The Curve, despite visiting other community centres, were 

asked to provide details of their answers.

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided below

Theme of comment Number of 

comments

Classes 5

For convenience 5

Don’t use it 4

Support 2

Services available elsewhere 2
It is where a lot of NHS 

courses are held.

My kids like cooking 

classes and drama.

Classes

The space and 

location were 

good for me.

Convenience

Some services are open 

at different convenient 

times late afternoons.



Consultation findings: Statements about The Curve

Respondents were asked how strongly they agreed or disagreed with a series of statements about The Curve.

• Over three-quarters of the respondents agreed with each of the statements.

• The majority (88 per cent) agreed to some extent that The Curve ‘is a good quality community resource’ and a similar 

percentage (87 per cent) agreed that The Curve ‘is providing services that meet the needs of the local community’.

• A total of 84 per cent ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that The Curve is ‘providing the right services in one place’ and the 

same percentage believe The Curve ‘is in a good location’.

• Whilst over three-quarters (77 per cent) agree to some extent that The Curve ‘is value for money’.

Base: All respondents that visit The Curve (168)  



Consultation findings: Reasons for answers

Respondents were asked to explain their answer to the previous question.

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Good community resource 19

Good support 15

Staff 12

Location 12

To socialise/meet people 11

Feedback on services/activities 9

Welcoming, safe comfortable place to be 7

* Themes shown with seven or more comments



Consultation findings: Reasons for answers

It is a good community space and I need it. A lot of people including myself have been saying 

how much better they feel with themselves since 

coming to The Curve. My social anxiety has 

decreased a lot since using the service.
I feel this is still a necessary community 

space and should remain open but maybe 

changing the programme a little.

The staff have been very supportive 

during the whole Grenfell disaster.

Good community resource Good support

Staff

Location

The environment is very good 

close to home and family.

I feel very passionate about The Curve as it has 

always provided space and support as well as 

community projects for my family and friends.

To socialise/meet people

It brings people together and 

helps the communities.

The staff are welcoming and there are 

valuable health benefits for all who use the 

facilities. Please do not close this centre.

I feel The Curve should be in the 

main road instead of the back, so 

more people see it.



Consultation findings: The future of The Curve

All respondents were given information on the cost of operating The Curve. Respondents were then asked to consider which 

statement they agreed with most in relation to the future of The Curve.

• Six in ten respondents (60 per cent) think ‘The Curve should remain open and receive the same budget’.

• A total of 14 per cent felt The Curve should remain open but some of its budget should be spread across other community 

programmes’.

• Just over one in ten (11 per cent) indicated ‘The Curve should close its services and all the budget should be spread 

across other community programmes’.

Base: All respondents (243)



Consultation findings: Other comments

Respondents were given an opportunity to add any further comments.

The comments made have been grouped together by theme. The most common themes are presented in the table below. 

Some examples of comments made are provided on the following page.

Theme of comment* Number of 

comments

Keep The Curve open 32

Move services to new location/building 12

Close The Curve 8

Other community groups 8

Management/staff 8

Budget/money 7

Promote services/raise awareness 6



Consultation findings: Other comments

Please do not take it away from the bereaved 

who meet each other with their connection to 

Grenfell Tower.

The Council should put the services in a building 

they own of which there are quite a few around 

Notting Dale.

Where would all those services be moved 

to? Very large and good space--so keep it 

there please.

The Curve has served its purpose.

Keep The Curve open Move services to new location/building

Close The Curve

Management/staff

I think most of the staff need to be trained 

and be up-to-date with all the changes in 

order to avoid giving out false information 

which they do when we call them.

If the rent of the building costs half of the running 

costs then please find a more affordable local 

venue to contribute its work.

Other community groups

There are a number of Resident's Associations in 

Notting Dale who could deliver the same services in 

partnership with the Council and other community 

groups/organisations.

Please close it and don't waste the money.

Yes, there should be more centres like The 

Curve in the area because it works at 

supporting our local community.



Consultation findings: Demographic information

Base: All respondents (243)



Consultation findings: Demographic information

Base: All respondents (243)



Consultation findings: Demographic information

Base: 

All respondents 243

Base: All those with a disability (67)



Consultation findings: Feedback from focus group

In addition to the stakeholder survey a series of focus group discussions took place with residents and community 

organisations in the north of the borough, these are detailed below:

• FOCUS GROUP DETAILS

• FOCUS GROUP DETAILS

• FOCUS GROUP DETAILS

• FOCUS GROUP DETAILS

The following pages of the report include feedback from those participating in the focus groups. The feedback includes both 

direct quotations and more general feedback coming from the sessions as a whole.



Consultation findings: Feedback from focus groups and interviews –

reported below are the key themes gathered with direct quotations

‘Origin of the Curve is unique with the amount 

of emotion it responds to.  Its evolving – it 

grows as the people grow’ 

costs are too high - an alternative buildings 

should be sought 

‘a symbol of hope.  Staff and volunteers 

understand the reality’.

Some organisations operate on £100k –

wow that’s a lot of money’.

Keep the Curve Open Move services to other locations

Close the Curve

Management/Staff

praise for the diversity among staff, the 

local recruitment of staff and praise for the 

variety of languages spoken

premises cost too much, move it to 

another place

Other community facilities would benefit 

from core funding

Lack of understanding that recovery will 

take many years



Consultation findings: Feedback from focus groups and interviews–

reported below are the key themes gathered with direct quotations

‘Its worth the money. Sounds like a lot of 

money but its providing the change in the lives 

of Grenfell residents and future of kids’

Its not as inclusive as it should be – needs a 

greater focus on outcomes 

‘What value can you put on 

community?  Can you put a price on 

that’

‘The investment made is extraordinary’

Keep the Curve open Move services to other locations 

Close the Curve

Management/staff

Certain members of staff need to put a 

smile on their face – all on temporary 

contracts

Some organisations operate on 

£100k

TEXT TO ADD

A bright clean environment is important 

for the community to feel valued – there 

is another community centre anywhere 

like the Curve



Consultation findings: Feedback from focus groups

Recognition that all services at the Curve are 

free – wide range of services available

Resources dedicated to the Curve should be 

spread across other community facilities

Wide range of services available to 

vulnerable groups who may not 

otherwise have access to those 

services

Need to improve outreach marketing 

and communication

Keep the Curve open Move Services to other locations

Increase reach of the Curve

Management/staff

Needs a more welcoming and friendly 

reception service. 

Curve was necessary immediately 

after the tragedy but now there is 

greater value in investing in other 

community facilities

Dominated by one community – Arab 

Muslims – its for everyone not just residents 

of Lancaster West Estate

Providing services that give hope and 

aspiration in the community is a vital 

part of the recovery journey.


